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The Association of Space Explorers
• Founded in 1985 by small group of US, Russian and international fliers, the 
Association of Space Explorers (ASE) is an international nonprofit professional and 
educational organization of over 400 flown astronauts and cosmonauts from 37 
nations. 
• ASE-USA applies the unique perspective of its members to promote the global 
benefits of space science, exploration and international cooperation; to educate 
and inspire future generations; and to foster better stewardship of our home 
planet.
• In addition to serving as individual subject matter experts offering a broad array of 
views, ASE-USA identifies subjects of interest for advocacy on behalf of the space 
faring community.  
• Topics include: 
• Importance of International Cooperation in Space Exploration
• Near Earth Objects and Planetary Defense
• Astronaut Health
• Space Traffic Management and Orbital Debris
• ASE created the Space Traffic Management & Orbital Debris Committee to 
provide input to policy makers, organizations, and corporations interested in safe 
and uninterrupted operations in earth orbit
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Introduction
• Why ASE is Concerned:
– The number of spacecraft and pieces of debris in 
earth orbit are increasing dramatically
– 671,000 conjunction warnings in 2014 for 1,500 
active satellites (largely ignored)
– Conjunctions result in large numbers of “lethal” 
debris
– The potential for collisions (conjunctions) is 
increasing
– There is currently no formal entity coordinating 
operations for the international community
– Uninterrupted space operations and safety are 
at risk
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4Spacecraft Going to Orbit
• According to the Seradata SpaceTrak database – there were 
91 launch attempts to orbit during 2017 – up from 85 in 
2016. 
• The standout figure of 2017 was how many satellites were 
actually launched on the 91 flights attempted: 463 which 
is a new record. 
• This is the most ever spacecraft attempted to be 
orbited since orbital spaceflight began in 1957.
• The overall total was more than double the 223 spacecraft 
attempted to be launched in 2016 and over 150 more than 
the previous high of 302 in 2014.
Orbital Debris is Directly Tied to 
Launch Activity
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The Nature of Orbital Debris
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The trend is obvious
Conjunctions are Occurring Today
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Risk Applies to All Who Operate 
in Earth Orbit
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Impact Risk is a Factor of Mass 
and Relative Velocity 
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Current Providers of US STM 
Services
• NASA: human spaceflight, active STM 
only for their own assets
• FAA: Space launch and re-entry 
licensing only
• FCC: communication licensing only
• NOAA: remote sensing licensing only
• US Department of Defense: Not their 
responsibility
• No real STM for Civil and 
Commercial satellite operations
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The “Earth Orbit Police”
• Obvious need for de-confliction
– 1,674 satellites and growing!
– Over 500,000 pieces of space junk
– Risk of collisions increasing (conjunctions)
– Other interference (RF, etc.)
– 671,727 JSpOC warnings of possible collisions in 2014
• Government resources not able to play the role of 
“Earth Orbit Police” nor satisfy commercial data 
demands
– Suggests the need for an International Gold Standard 
Catalog
– Observational data from “all” sources
– Probably maintained by the United Nations
– Provided as a subscription service to defray costs
• If government sources can’t or shouldn’t satisfy 
this need, then who can?
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Regulatory Needs
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• Government Agencies, launch 
providers, satellite operators, and 
insurance companies need to 
work together
– Manage access and transitions in earth orbit
– Establish an international “Code of Conduct”
– Enforce the rules (“Earth Orbit Police”)
• Not just a U.S. problem…
– The entire international community must be 
involved
– Trusting to luck is not acceptable
– To ensure open sharing of data, the DoD must 
no longer be sole source or the driving element
– Shifts the observational burden to civil and 
commercial assets
It’s all about the data…
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Without an accurate catalog containing both satellites and 
debris there can be no coordination or de-confliction
• Necessary Actions:
– For the launch providers:
• Periodic conjunction analyses before launch, not just the day before
• Better monitoring of launch and post insertion
• Updated conjunction analysis after orbit insertion
• Observation and cataloging of all debris from booster and satellite 
deployments
– For satellite operators:
• Improve observation and tracking during deployment and on-orbit
• Equip all new satellites with optical retroreflectors
• Develop a backup plan in case GPS is denied
• Enforce end of mission disposal requirements
– For debris:
• Initiate a program to expand the debris catalog to include everything greater than 2 
cm
• Continue to study ways to clean up earth orbit
• Improve efforts to understand risk to satellite operators
• Provide this “gold standard” catalog as a public service
– Seek international agreement on a cooperative solution
– Accept data from all sources
– Vet for accuracy prior to incorporation
Major Pieces of the Solution
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• De-conflicting satellites and constellations
– During the planning stage
– Prior to launch
– On orbit
• Monitoring launches and deployments to identify new debris
• Improving our understanding of existing debris (2+cm)
• Someone must play the role of “Earth Orbit Police”
• A “Satellite Operators Code of Conduct” is needed
– Definition of “nominal” behavior
– Conjunction avoidance
– Guidelines to determine who moves out of the way
– End of mission cleanup
• A catalog of satellites and debris that is accurate and available to all
– Updated with best data from around the world
– Suitable for conjunction and RF interference analyses (Alerts and Warnings)
– Maintained and provided in an open, but secure environment
• And eventually, debris removal…
ASE STM&OD Conclusions
• Orbital Debris is a real issue and getting worse
– Internationally accepted standards do not exist covering spacecraft 
design and operations to limit debris generation
– Debris generated as a result of a conjunction multiplies risk (cascading 
events)
– “Lethal” debris is now understood to be measured in millimeters 
• Space Traffic Management does not exist
– There is no internationally accepted Spacecraft Operator’s Code of 
Conduct
– There is inadequate coordination of satellite operations before, 
during, and after launch
– There is inadequate information to accurately predict with sufficient 
reaction time when conjunctions could occur
– There is no behavior enforcement mechanism: “Earth Orbit Police”
• An international effort will be required to address these issues
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ASE STM&OD Recommendations
• Agree as an international community that:
– A coordinated international effort is required to collect 
tracking information on all orbiting objects
• This “data lake” must be accurate enough to support timely and 
accurate conjunction screenings, warnings, and avoidance 
maneuvers
– Internationally accepted standards are required for:
• Spacecraft design and operations to limit debris generation
• A Satellite Operator’s Code of Conduct to govern nominal and 
contingency operations
– An international  organization is needed to coordinate, 
develop, operate, and enforce all of the above
• Start in the US and migrate to an international 
solution (FAA, Congress, and the NSC)
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Desired End State
• Mission Planning (months-years)
– De-conflicting of planned launch, orbit insertion, and 
operational orbit
• Pre-Launch (days-weeks)
– Verify no conflicts with planned launch, orbit insertion, and 
operational orbit
• Launch & Orbit Insertion (hours-days)
– Real-time monitoring of planned vs actual
• On Orbit (continuous monitoring)
– Cooperative space traffic management
• Retirement (Parking & Deorbit)
– Verify no conflicts with planned parking orbit or deorbit plan
– Cooperative space traffic management
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Questions?
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